01 chevy blazer fuel pump

Was wrong part had to order another one. Customer service was very helpfull in return process
and part was of good quality. I have installed the pump in my tank today but have not replaced
the tank in the Blazer yet. One pronlem , there was no instruction sheet wit the pump. I had to
watch several videos on UTube to see how to install pump. It was easy to install, if you know
how to install a fuel pump. I had to do some wiring, because it came with a new connection but
that was simple. All in all, it's worth it so far. This kit had everything you need to update the
vehicle harness and replace the fuel pump. I would recommend this part and this website to
anyone very easy to navigate and you get what you need. I own two different vehicles that I by
parts for. I refuse to purchase auto parts from anywhere else! I receive parts quickly and have
never had a shipping issue, and usually its free! The lowest prices anywhere! Thank you so
much for giving so many options when it comes to parts! Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: Central Port Fuel Injector. Central Port Fuel Injector Clip. Electric Fuel Pump.
Evaporation Pressure Sensor. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Distributor. Fuel Feed Line. Fuel
Feed Pipe O-Ring. Fuel Filler Hose. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel Filter Seal. Fuel Filter Set.
Fuel Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Injector. Fuel Injector Retaining Bracket. Fuel Level
Sending Unit. Fuel Level Sensor. Fuel Line. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Line Repair Kit. Fuel Lock
Ring. Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Complete Kit. Fuel Pump Connector. Fuel Pump Lock
Ring. Fuel Pump Tank Seal. Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly. Fuel
Return Line. Fuel Screen. Fuel Sender Connector. Fuel Sending Unit. Fuel Tank. Fuel Tank
Attaching Hardware. Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Kit. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Tank
Pressure Sensor Connector. Fuel Tank Strap. Fuel Tank Vent Valve. Fuel Tank and Pump
Assembly. Fuel Vapor Pressure Sensor Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and
Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. AC Delco. Action Crash. Brute Power. DIY Solutions. Spectra
Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Fuel Pump Assembly. Click to
Enlarge. Notes: 4. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. SKP Fuel Pump. Features: OE Style
for easy replacement and fitment Doesn't require specialized tools for installation. API Fuel
Pump. Brute Power Fuel Pump. Delphi Fuel Pump. Delphi FG Fuel Pump. Notes: Fuel Pump
Module Assembly -- Original OE design had a 2x2 connector, OE design upgraded to a 1x4
connector; A 1x4 splice kit included for vehicles with 2x2 connector; To be used only when
failed fuel module cover contains a 3-pin pressure sensor; Fuel tank contamination is the
leading cause of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement
pump, Delphi recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank
cleaning kit FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's
top automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive
portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches
OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Must only be used to replace
fuel pump modules built without check valve. If you are unsure if your module has a check
valve, then use FG; Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump failure.
Can be used to replace fuel pump modules built with or without check valve; To be used only
when failed fuel module cover contains a 3-pin black pressure sensor; Original OE design had a
2x2 connector, OE design upgraded to a 1x4 connector; A 1x4 splice kit included for vehicles
with 2x2 connector; Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause of premature fuel pump
failure. Delphi Fuel Pump Assembly. Delphi W Fuel Pump Assembly. Product List Price:.
Features: Acetal cover can accommodate mm tank opening to permit integrated filter in
reservoir Single stage turbine pump provides quiet, energy efficient operation Active
reservoir-fill mechanism high pressure jet pump to maintain fuel supply in reservoir Passive
reservoir fill mechanism helps fill the reservoir at low-fuel volumes High capacity filter media
helps supply clean fuel to the injection system Available serviceable in-tank fuel filter for
markets with poor qualit. Image is not vehicle specific. AC Delco Fuel Pump. TYC Fuel Pump.
Airtex Fuel Pump. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Autobest Fuel Pump. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Spectra
Premium Fuel Pump Assembly. Spectra Premium Fuel Pump. Carter Fuel Pump. Carter PM Fuel
Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump Assemblies are made with
all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing and testing procedures. Most
applications include the necessary accessories such as tank seals, patented high-gradient
density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design provides resistance to corrosive
fuel blends and additives. Bosch Fuel Pump. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design",
improves upon ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle
Bosch Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies are built and tested to the same rigorous quality standards

as our OE fuel pumps to ensure a long, reliable service life Patented Turbine Pump technology
virtually eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduces hot-start problems Designed to operate
under extreme temperatures and under low fuel conditions while maintaining an extended
service life All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line' function tested in order to ensure highest
quality and performance. Dorman Fuel Pump. Features: Matches the fit and function of the
original equipment fuel pump on specified vehicles Made of quality materials for a long service
life Offers original equipment quality at a competitive price Rigorous testing to ensure reliable
performance. Action Crash Fuel Pump; Premium. Quality: Premium - High quality new
replacement part. Action Crash Fuel Pump. Precise Fuel Pump. Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Denso Fuel Pump Assembly. Features: OE-Equivalent and direct fit for easy
installation OE connections and fittings The high output turbine delivers fuel with minimal
pressure pulsation for quieter operation Ultra-high balanced armature to minimize noise and
vibration High pressure check valve provides superior hot fuel handling characteristics The
brushes are designed for durability, efficiency, and low-resistance operation High quality relief
valve to protect the fuel delivery system. Hella Fuel Pump Assembly. Denso Fuel Pump.
Replacement April 12th, Posted by Paul Whitaker. Spectra Premium SPM. October 6th, Posted
by Fuel pump. January 6th, Posted by George Clarke. Airtex EM. January 9th, Posted by Great!!
Delphi W April 15th, Posted by excellent product. August 18th, Posted by Chelsey. Catalog: E.
Vehicle Body Engine Chevrolet Blazer. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Chevrolet Blazer. Vehicle Body
Chevrolet Blazer. Catalog: S. Catalog: P. Catalog: B. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all
fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE
specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on
vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is
validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options:
Ground This Part Fits:. Catalog: A. Catalog: C. Catalog: N. Catalog: H. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes
Chevrolet Blazer. Catalog: T. The fuel pump relay is under the hood in a box marked fuses, I just
flipped the cover over, found the one marked fuel pump, then identified one that looked
identical to it and switched them around. But my experience with your symptoms, sounds like
your fuel pressure regulator has gone bad. This can be very expensive at the dealer, but some
"shade trees" are attempting these for a lot less, if you can find one who even knows what it is.
Good luck! Actually, your Blazer does have fuel injectors, and a fuel pump relay. Your injectors
are inside the intake plenum, in a spider config. There is a fuel pressure regulator on that as
well. Very easy to change out with hand tools and a little bit of skill. I would check your fuel filter
first, if you think its fuel related. Also, you may want to see what your fuel pressure is, as well.
Relays rarely go bad, and either work or not. I dont see how a relay would cause these
symtoms. By the way, I too have an 01 Blazer w the 4. Richard answered 6 years ago. Ya but
that spider might be bad I have changed a many of them I never knew about that untill I when
threw everything and final asked my friend who runs his own garage. Mlwarrick answered 5
years ago. I have a Chevy blazer. I was driving down the road and it just died. Wouldn't restart.
Will crank but not run. We have replaced plugs, plug wires, spider injector. Finally got it to start
but won't run for more than 30 seconds then dies. Changed in line fuel filter and still won't run
for long. Does this sound like fuel pump? Or are we missing something? Bev answered 5 years
ago. Actually, a Chevy Blazer has the "spider assembly " which has only 1 main injector that
sends fuel to "poppets". Over time these poppets carbonize and can get brittle. They hang out
farther than and newer system. So the poppets can break and clog things up. The forward has a
"spider assembly " with 6 little mini injectors. Just another thing you can check. It's possible to
get the newer spider assembly with mini injectors to upgrade for a longer term solution. Plus it
gets better gas mileage. Okay, I have a Chevy Blazer that had the same issues and symptoms as
just about everybody with one of these within a couple years older and a couple years newer of
mine. I am proud to say I found the problem on my truck, after a lot of hours and frustration, I
was about to put a baseball bat through my windshield then decided take a quick 5-minute
break, and then came back and first went right for the fuel pump relay. I had no meter in an just
my Angry first to smash things oh, and a pair of needle-nose. So I pulled the fuel pump relay
out, and I thought about switching it with the relay for the low beams because they have the
same part number. It took me two times of taking the relay out and switching it and needless to
say upon switching it the problem was still there the vehicle crank but no fuel pump noise so
after the second time of switching it I realized for whatever reason the fuel pump relay socket,
regardless of what relay was in there pulled out way easier then the other relays oh, so here we
go here is the Big Fix, I bent the prongs on the relay slightly outward, my theory was either from
people taking the relay for the fuel pump out numerous times or just because the universe likes
to mess with people, the socket had opened up a bit, therefore the relay was not making
contact. So again I bent the prongs slightly outward put the relay back in, ran and hopped in my

driver seat with hope and Desperation and I turn the key on and almost had a heart attack as I
heard the fuel pump kick on! I turn the key the truck cranks and fired right the hell up! After
reading a lifetime's worth of forums and nothing indicating this at all and also me feeling
horrible for the people that have replaced numerous fuel pumps and stuff oh, I figured I would
drop my experience I hope this helps someone good luck! I have an 02' Blazer 2Door 2WD 4.
Great truck - very low miles. Sorry if this is long, but i want to give all the info - about a month
ago the fuel pump went out. I have a blazer. My blazer cold starts no problem in the morning but
after she's been running for a while the other times throughout the day that i start it i need to
give it gas or it doesn Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet
Blazer question. Search Chevrolet Blazer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from
top-rated dealers Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Please see the Part
Fitment information below for proper vehicle fit and the part details section for additional
information. This part has a 90 day warranty and will ship via ground. Tracking numbers will be
uploaded to eBay once the package has left our facility with the carrier which is usually by 7PM
eastern time. Please note all vehicle image s shown are of the donor vehicle at the time we
received it and before it was dismantled. The photos may not represent its current state or
available parts. Only the single part described and noted for sale in our description is
guaranteed to be included when shipped. Other parts shown in the image s are not guaranteed
to be included but may be available for sale. Please contact us for more information. If you have
any questions or issues with the part you receive please contact us through eBay messaging
and we will be happy to help. We have been in the recycled auto parts business for over 30
years and stand behind every part we sell. We accept immediate payment by credit card, debit
card or Paypal processed through eBay checkout. Some of our listings use the Best Offer
feature. If Best Offer is available on the item it will be noted on the listing. If you make a Best
Offer and your offer is accepted payment is due within 5 business days. If payment is not
received after 5 business days the item will be relisted and an unpaid item case will be opened.
Tracking information will automatically be uploaded to eBay once your order has left our
facility. Large items such as engines, transmissions, doors, hatches and axle assemblies will
ship via freight carrier. Parts shipped by freight are pallet strapped and wrapped. Most orders
will be shipped within one business day however for freight shipments we will need more
information from you to provide to the carrier before your item will ship. Please provide a valid
phone number with your payment. Once payment for a freight item is received a representative
will contact you to schedule a freight shipment, verify your vehicle fitment and answer any
questions you may have regarding the freight shipment. Please inspect all freight shipments
prior to signing for the delivery! If any transit damage has occurred please refuse the shipment
and contact us through eBay messaging for assistance. We will take care of it from there and
file a claim with the carrier and arrange a replacement or refund for you. It is very important to
not sign for a damaged freight shipment! You have the right to examine the shipment for
obvious signs of damage prior to signing and accepting the delivery. If a delivery driver refuses
to allow you to inspect the shipment until you sign for it please do not sign, refuse the shipment
and contact us through eBay messaging. Your signature on the delivering carrier's freight Bill
Of Lading BOL constitutes acceptance of the merchandise as is and in good order so please
inspect it before signing for it. However, if you inspect the shipment, sign for it, but later you
find damage that you could not see during the initial delivery, please don't worry! This is called
concealed damage and we can still work with the carrier on your behalf and file a claim so all
you need to do is let us know. We will need you to send us some photos of the damage so we
can file that claim with the carrier. If you have any questions regarding freight shipments please
contact us through eBay messaging prior to purchasing. If a UPS delivered item arrives
damaged, please retain all packaging and contact us through eBay messaging for immediate
assistance. We will open a damage claim with UPS and arrange for the return and replacement
of the item at our expense. Be sure to provide us with all necessary contact information with
your order. We are unable ship freight items until we have all information required by the freight
carrier. No International shipping is available outside of the eBay Global Shipping program.
Territories outside of the continental U. Our Mission: It is our mission to provide the highest
quality recycled automotive part at a competitive price which is backed up with one of the best
warranties in the industry and to provide customer service second to none. Our progressive
approach allows us to save our customers time and money while protecting and preserving our

environment. Need to Return? No Problem! Thank you for shopping with us! While we hope you
are satisfied with your order, we understand there are times when a return may need to take
place. All parts come with a 60 day return policy. If your return is for damage or an incorrect
item we ask that you please contact us through eBay messaging before opening a return
request. We can process most returns through eBay messaging and provide you with a
replacement part or a return label to send the damaged item back for full refund. We also ask
that you take care in repackaging our item in order to receive a full refund upon return! Helping
us keep our returns low will help keep our prices low! In the event a part sold fails to operate
within the warranty period we will replace the part s with a functionally equivalent part or refund
the part purchase price, at our option. Warranty period begins on the day the part is delivered.
Warranty is for replacement of the part only and does not include any towing, labor, fluids, seals
or gaskets. All parts must be installed to manufacturer's specifications. Failure to install parts
properly will void all warranties. You may be required to submit documentation regarding the
installation to support a warranty claim. Fenix Parts owns full service recycling yards across the
United States. Our growing network proudly services collision shops body shops , mechanical
repair shops and individual retail customers. Fuel Pump 98 99 00 01 02 03 S10 Blazer 4 Dr Thank
you very much for shopping with Fenix Parts! We are not responsible for any delays incurred by
the shipping carrier. We cannot ship to P. Please provide a UPS shippable street address. Our
shipping department is closed on weekends. WARRANTY Our Mission: It is our mission to
provide the highest quality recycled automotive part at a competitive price which is backed up
with one of the best warranties in the industry and to provide customer service second to none.
This part has a 60 day return policy and a 90 day part replacement warranty. A refund for the
purchase amount will be issued within 48 hours of receipt of the returned item. All Rights
Reserved. Remove the line at the fuel inlet and crank the engine. If fuel comes out then the
pump is working. Or have some one else crank the engine while you watch the fuel injectors to
see if fuel is coming out. GuruS7PL4 answered about a year ago. I have an 02' Blazer 2Door
2WD 4. Great truck - very low miles. Sorry if this is long, but i want to give all the info - about a
month ago the fuel pump went out. Replace the fuel pump on a 99 Blazer it will turn over and
turn over but will not start it will fire if you squirt a little starting fluid in it do you have to prime
it. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Testing Fuel pump on 01 Blazer LT.
Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions.
Start a new Chevrolet Blazer question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction.
Get Started. Search Chevrolet Blazer Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely
Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. In this article, I'm gonna' show you the
most effective way to test the fuel pump on GM 4. I've also included how to check a no fuel
condition with starting fluid although this is not the most effective way to test the fuel pump. It's
been my experience that misdiagnosing a bad fuel pump is a common occurrence on the 4.
When this happens, you're able to spray starting fluid or carb spray down the engine and it'll
start and run once you turn it off, you have to spray again to get it started. Yes, let me repeat
that one more time: As crazy as this sounds, the fuel pump will deliver enough fuel to keep the
engine running, but not enough to start it when you're cranking the engine and this makes a lot
of folks think that the problem lies anywhere else but in the fuel pump! Owning a fuel pressure
gauge is now becoming a must. All vehicles now use an electrical fuel pump to deliver fuel
under high pressure to the fuel injectors and the best way to diagnose this fuel pump is with a
fuel pressure gauge. In all of the GM 4. The price difference depends on what type of fuel
pressure gauge set you buy, this means either buying a non-professional technician grade tool
or a professional technician grade tool. Whichever one you buy, it's an investment that will pay
for itself many times over. Your local Parts House will have a fuel pressure gauge set to sell
you, although you'll pay more for it and it won't be a professional grade tool if that's what you're
looking for. In the next paragraphs I'll explain why. Why do I know this is a good tool? Well, I
own one I also have a professional level grade fuel pressure gauge set and I have used it in a
regular manner and I can tell you that it works. The only things I don't like about it is 1. No
molded case to put the fuel pressure gauge and the fittings that go with it and 2. You can't buy
the fittings, that you may lose or break, separately. But for the price, it's a great deal. You'll be
able to test most of the GM vehicles, most Ford vehicles, among several makes. Although this is
not that important if you're only worried about testing your GM vehicle. So, if you work on cars
for a living and you work on a variety of Makes and Models, this is the fuel pressure gauge set
that you need to have in your tool box. Since this fuel pressure gauge set is a professional
grade technician tool, you can buy most of the components, that make up the set, separately.

This comes in handy, because you're able to buy whatever fitting you lose or gets damaged.
Also, and probably the last consideration, is that this is an OTC tool, and OTC has been around
for a long, long time and makes a ton of automotive specialty tools known for quality. The fuel
system in your 4. Anything less and it will crank for ever before it starts or not start at all. So,
the very first thing you need to do is to verify that the fuel pump is delivering at least 50 PSI of
fuel pressure while the engine is cranking. Yes, while the engine is cranking. This is where
you'll connect your fuel pressure gauge the first photo, in the image viewer, is of a 4. Connect
your fuel pressure gauge to the Schrader valve. Before you install the fuel pressure gauge,
place some rags around it and underneath the fuel line in case some fuel spills out when you
connect the gauge to it. Pressurize the fuel system by activating the fuel pump. You can do this
by simply turning the Key On and Off several times. Once the fuel pressure gauge registers
pressure, check for fuel leaks around the Schrader valve. It's very important that NO fuel leaks
are present for the accuracy of the test. Once you have verified no fuel leaks, continue to the
next step. Have your assistant crank the engine as you eyeball the fuel pressure gauge. It's
important that you have someone else crank the vehicle so that you can eye-ball the fuel
pressure gauge. You'll get one of two results with this test: 1. The fuel pressure gauge will
register at least 50 PSI and the engine will start or. This means that the fuel pump on your 4. The
next step is to observe the fuel pressure gauge's needle after your helper stopped cranking the
engine. The needle should descend to about 40 to 45 PSI and stay there for at least 4 to 5
minutes. If the needle DOES NOT stay at this fuel pressure more specifically: if the needle drops
to 0 PSI immediately -by immediately I mean within the first 15 seconds , you have either the
fuel pressure regulator or a fuel injector leaking fuel inside the plastic intake plenum. This
means that the fuel pump is bad, even if you spray starting fluid down the throttle body and
your vehicle Starts. If the engine does not get at least 50 PSI when cranking, it won't start and is
the surest indicator that the fuel pump will go completely bad in short. If in your case the gauge
read 45 to 49 PSI, the engine will eventually start after several attempts as the fuel starts to
accumulate on the Pistons or if you spray starting fluid or carb spray into the intake. If the fuel
pressure reading was 0 PSI, then the fuel pump is probably fried. Well, you still need to make
sure: 1. That the fuel pump fuse and relay are OK. That you have enough fuel in the tank don't
laugh, it happens. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying
purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my
work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1
Page 2. Contents of this tutorial:. All Articles: 4. Applies To:. Chevrolet Vehicles:. Do NOT follow
this link or you will be banned from the site! Problem with my Chevy Blazer 4. Check Engine
code P Changed a vent valve on intake, but did not fix issue. I had the trouble code pulled from
my blazer which was P, before i tried to attempt to fix this issue i was out and needed fuel, but
when i went to put fuel in the blazer i started to pump the fuel into the tank and the pump would
only stay on for about 3 to 5 seconds and shut off. I tried 3 different fueling stations to make
sure is wasn't a gas pump issue. I have filled this truck up times or better without any issues
until today. I also noticed a lot of pressure being released from the fuel tank when i remove the
fuel cap. Any help would be greatly appreciated. I suspect some type of venting problem, but
not sure. This is the valve on the engine that you replaced. This code is for the vent solenoid.
That is in the rear of the truck, under the spare tire. This would part being bad would also
explain the problem you are having filling the gas tank. When this valve sticks, is does not vent,
so the gas station pump feels the back pressure and shuts off. I would go ahead and replace
that valve. Post comments below or Search Us Here If you have replaced these things then you
may just have a plain old restitution in the full neck. It is possible someone put something in the
tank. Look down the filler with a flashlight,. I have a Jimmy and had saeproblem not taking gas.
The fault is not the purge valve but the charcoal canister. I remove the inside lins , closest to
spare tire and voila it takes gas. The canister is plugged. Would a bad vent solenoid have the
same affect on the fuel flow even if it came from a portable gas can? I can't even put gas in
using a funnel without it constantly overflowing? Leave your comments Post comment as a
guest Name Required :. Submit Comment. Guest - JEFF. Guest - jglennon I removed the vent
valve and now i can fill the tank. Guest - Levi. Guest - Tom In reply to: Guest - Levi. Guest Robert. Guest - john. Gas tank spout fills up fast gas won't go down. Guest - Chevy Blazer
owner. Yes, it can, but are you sure the gas gauge is correct? Maybe its already full. For more
information go to DriveMotive fuel pumps deliver the right amount of fuel for all loads and
speeds. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel pumps are
ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Made in some of the
industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE
replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate
excellent pressure using less elec Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the

defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement
item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Chevrolet
Blazer Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Guaranteed to Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Part Number: H Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15
of 16 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer Reviews Questions, Answers.
When picking a
2002 kia optima
2004 chrysler pacifica repair manual
2006 chrysler pacifica serpentine belt replacement
reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel pump, trust Airtex. Feb 12, I am going to
send it back and get another one the fuel float does not work. Keith Retherford. Purchased on
Jan 26, Perfect replacement. After you reinvent the wheel getting to this part Sage Cline.
Purchased on Sep 27, Oct 12, Easy install. Terence Cadwell. Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive
professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and
no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and recommended
safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to
ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is
fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

